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Markets are a central feature of modern society. As such, it comes as no surprise that they constitute a popular subject of research in (economic) sociology, where they are observed from various analytical perspectives and judged according to different normative positions. Yet, despite their apparent omnipresence, there seems to be no discernible consensus on how to grasp the market theoretically. As a consequence, existing analytical approaches to market phenomena shed light on important individual aspects, but overall their findings appear fragmented and incomplete. This applies in particular to modern markets, which are characterised by an immense degree of complexity and speed. Given this situation, this paper aims to push forward recent attempts in economic sociology to theorize the market by suggesting two contributions:

In the first part of the paper, we take a closer look at four theoretical perspectives on markets, namely interaction, networks, institutions and performativity, investigating in detail their merits, mutual compatibilities and contradictions. The second part starts with the discussion of Weber’s and Aspers’ market definitions, which helps us to specify the missing piece in order to more comprehensively account for modern markets and their distinct properties. To fill this gap, we draw on some theoretical ideas of sociological systems theory that lead us to an understanding of markets as the tension between a particular form of order and a particular form of disorder or noise, which emerges if communications of exchange and observation of competitors focus on and become visible in the formation of prices.
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INTRODUCTION[1]

There is no doubt that markets are a central feature of modern society. Considering, however, the ongoing debates about their purpose and function, their utility and disutility, and their naturalness or constructedness, it soon becomes clear that there is only little consensus within the sociology about what a modern market actually is. There certainly are some features of markets in general that are more or less commonly accepted: A market is usually understood as a socially structured real or ideal place of exchange where property rights are traded; a place where supply and demand meet, competing offers are placed, and a place where the price of an item or good is more or less homogeneous. Beyond these rather general descriptions, though, little is clear. Moreover, these statements are of little explanatory power and fall silent if the questions asked get more complicated (for general and instructive overviews see Fligstein & Dauter 2007; Fourcade 2007; Swedberg 2007; Aspers 2011).

Does a market, for example, already exist as soon as “there is competition, even if only unilateral, for opportunities of exchange among a plurality of potential parties” (Weber 1978: 635) – or do we need a focal point like prices to understand markets in their complexity and dynamics? Is it appropriate to state that all “exchange in markets is trade, but not all trade takes place in markets” (Aspers 2011: 7)? Does participation in market communication only include the exchange of the particular items that are bought or sold – or is the information that we are buying or not buying just as relevant? Is a market always an ordered structure or are uncertainty and unpredictability not equally important? Even though there have been many telling studies about different aspects of the market (e.g. Abolafia 1996; Vogel 1996; Berger 2009), little effort has been made to link the various existing insights and results in order to understand modern markets and their high complexity and dynamics.

The lack of such attempts – tellingly the International Encyclopedia of Economic Sociology (Beckert & Zafirovski 2011) does not contain an entry titled ‘market’ – is all the more surprising since social scientists and other observers, such as market participants, politicians, etc., seem to agree more or less intuitively on when they are dealing with a market and when they are not. Apparently, there are certain types of observations and communications that bear the hallmark of the market and are regularly recognized as conclusive indicators of its classification as such. Moreover, (non-economic) social scientists unanimously and resolutely reject the neoclassical market concept as well as the scientific programme of neoclassical economics. The latter is based on the assumption that individual actors (including organisations) construct a rational order of preference among outcomes, maximise utility or profit, and act independently on the basis of full and relevant information. The market is primarily considered as a coordinating instrument that brings together supply and demand. Under certain given conditions, it emerges naturally and the “invisible hand” (Smith 1981 [1776]: 456) makes sure that the self-interested actions of individuals automatically promote the public good. From the standpoint of the social sciences, criticism of the neoclassical concept points both towards the restrictive assumptions about the actors involved (such as complete information, transparency of market transactions and uti—

[1] Our thanks go to David Kaldewey, Rudolf Stichweh and Tobias Werron for their useful and important comments on earlier versions of this paper. We also wish to thank Deepal Doshi for proofreading.
lity functions), and towards their loss of touch with the social reality of the market and their blindness to effects like social inequality, environmental destruction or communal disintegration (e.g. Abolafia 1996: 7; Beckert et al. 2007b; Aspers 2011: 70-74). Both the ‘intuitism’ in economic sociology with which markets are detected and the fierce rejection of the neoclassical approach give reason to assume that there is a common denominator behind the patchwork of definitions and partial approaches, which may be captured analytically.

Recent theoretical reflections on this issue in economic sociology, however, appear unsatisfying in two respects: Firstly, market phenomena are obviously dealt with from various analytical perspectives and there can be no doubt that each of them convincingly highlights important aspects. None of them, however, succeeds in linking these aspects in a comprehensive framework that could account for modern markets and their complexity and dynamics. As a result, the respective findings remain fragmented and isolated, notwithstanding their individual analytical value. Secondly, the rare attempts to come to a general definition of the market – most notably from Weber and Aspers, whereof the latter explicitly tries to integrate different theoretical perspectives on market phenomena – appear incomplete in one important aspect: Putting the focus on the forms of order that are characteristic of markets, they seem to ignore the specific form of uncertainty or disorder, from which the seemingly ordered markets evolve. A particular form of disorder, as we will argue, is constitutive for modern markets to emerge and to unfold their immense complexity and dynamics. It therefore is an indispensable element of a comprehensive theory of the market.

Against the backdrop of these desiderata, this paper aims to push forward current research in economic sociology on this issue by suggesting two contributions to the theory of the market: In the first part of the paper, we take a closer look at the four theoretical perspectives that dominate current sociological debates on markets, namely interaction, networks, institutions and performativity [2], investigating in detail their merits, mutual compatibilities and contradictions. The second part starts with the discussion of Weber's and Aspers' market definitions, which helps us to specify the missing piece in order to comprehensively account for modern markets and their distinct properties. To fill this gap, we draw on some theoretical ideas of sociological systems theory that lead us to an understanding of markets as the tension between a particular form of order and a particular form of disorder or noise. We conclude by emphasizing the integrative power of our theoretical suggestion with regard to the existing analytical approaches to the market.

PART I
FOUR THEORETICAL DIMENSIONS OF MARKET OBSERVATION

Four recurring and historically interrelated dimensions of market observation attract interest within social theory. These dimensions can be perceived as both theoretical perspectives on and empirical properties of the market.

First dimension: The market as interaction

The neoclassical and model-based understanding of the market and the advance of related rational choice concepts in the social sciences provoked a counter-movement in the 1970s and 1980s, which was grounded in the sociological study of economics. This counter-movement not only sought to eradicate the rational choice approaches or "economic imperialism" (Swedberg 1990: 5) from the social sciences, but was also explicitly aimed at demonstrating the limited explanatory power of these theories within their alleged sphere of origin, i.e. within considerations of the economy (Beckert et al. 2007a: 27). One result of this undertaking – and at the same time a variation of the embeddedness argument, which states that economic action is always embedded in social networks (Granovetter 1985) – is the emphasis on the interactional nature of markets. Interactional approaches move away from the idea of rational, calculative players and isolated exchange relationships. Without understanding the nature of concrete interactions among human beings, so it is claimed, it is impossible to understand markets. Interactions are, despite minor variations in definition, a kind of action or communication that occur only if two or more people are mutually aware of each other, begin to communicate with each other and define the situation reciprocally. With regard to the market, the myriad of interactions are not only considered as an essential and permanent feature of the market, but also as the reason why real markets differ from formal models.

The emphasis on human interactions as a key element of markets can be either – in a strong version – taken as an argument invalidating formal market models or – in a modest version (e.g. Knorr Cetina & Bruegger 2004) – seen as an explanation complementing such models. Notwithstanding these two interpretations, the interaction claim seeks to demonstrate that it would be highly inappropriate to ignore the interactional character of markets in general, i.e. the presence of social bonds and various forms of mutual integration that imply a reduction of degrees of freedom and thus contradict the characterization of markets as 'free markets'. Even on global markets like the foreign exchange market, where face-to-screen communication has replaced face-to-face contact, and where seemingly anonymous electronic media and the endlessly running tickers set the tone at the first glance, market transactions occur in the form of human interactions (Knorr Cetina & Bruegger 2004). In the same track, other studies have shown how opportunism and res-
traint on Wall Street are negotiated (Abolafia 1996), have analysed the reasons why traders scream, sweat and spit (MacKenzie & Millo 2003), and have observed that some markets are characterised by fixed and others by changing roles (Geertz 1978).

Even though the interaction claim plausibly demonstrates the limits of formal market models, and even though it convincingly applies to various market events and their particular dynamics, the claim itself must be challenged in at least three aspects. Firstly, problems arise with regard to the different times at which markets, for example stock markets in different parts of the world, are open. Just like other sociological theories which focus almost exclusively on interactions, the interaction claim has difficulties in accounting for structures, i.e. social institutions that persist beyond the immediate ‘here and now’. In that context, how are we to characterise the market when, for example, the stock market, the farmer’s market, or the store is closed, but stock exchange prices and other offers to sell or buy can still be compared? Does the market still exist when there is no interaction, or does it flicker in and out of existence, depending on whether interactions are taking place or not? The interaction claim would have us commit to the latter but rather implausible case. Secondly, the increase in purely digital and largely automated markets questions the necessity of interactions for market processes. Obviously, the market can also exist without interaction in the sociological sense, as the increasing volumes that are traded by algorithms on electronic markets clearly indicate. Two or more computers might react to the actions of other computers or other actors, but this action or reaction cannot be understood as the result of a two-sided situational definition in terms of the concept of interaction.

Thirdly, the relevant communication processes on markets (especially under the influence of digitalisation) are very fast. The common practice to reduce communication to the interaction partners taking part in it, which has always been questionable as it is, becomes more impractical than ever. To put it the other way around, it is simply impossible to successfully identify all responsible, possible or relevant participants in a particular communicative situation (cf. Stichweh 2015: 27). This implies that concepts which are based on the idea of a market shaped by interactions will struggle to cope with questions of complexity.

In this vein it does not come as a surprise that market definitions which start with interaction – the typical examples are farmer’s markets or medieval markets – soon become problematic. By setting interactions as the prime element of the market, they are hardly able to cope with the pace, complexity and the noise of modern markets. Interestingly even authors who are not part of that strand of literature, like for example Aspers (2011: 40-54), whose approach will be discussed in more detail below, or Simon (2009: 97-100), a representative of systems theory, run into that trap.
Second dimension: Markets as networks

The problems concerning structures and complexity that beset the interaction claim result from the fact that the modern market displays properties that cannot be deduced from the market participants or from concrete interactions but have to be perceived as emergent qualities. It is to the credit of network approaches that criticism of the neoclassical market concept was further substantiated and that some structures beyond mere interactions were literally made visible. However, it also has to be said that network approaches to this day usually do not bother with market definitions. Their analyses of empirical market phenomena are simply based on the assumption that market structures consist of exchange relationships. Against this backdrop, network approaches seek to make the particular patterns intelligible mainly by making use of the analytical capacities of the network paradigm (cf. Fourcade 2007: 1020; Fligstein & Dauter 2007: 107).

Despite – or perhaps due to – these simple assumptions, the study results were and still are impressive and influential. It all began with Granovetter’s analysis of contacts and careers in which he demonstrated for the first time, that “much labour-market information is actually transmitted as a byproduct of other social processes” (1995 [1974]: 52). Thus for success or failure in the job search it is of utmost importance in what network position an individual is located and how the overall network is structured – the personal qualities are less important. Besides Granovetter’s distinction between strong and weak ties (1973), numerous other studies exposed characteristic and insightful network patterns like structural holes (Burt 1995) or interlock centrality (Mizruchi 1996; for an extensive account of networks within economic sociology see Smith-Doerr & Powell 2005).

Since the network paradigm has not been confined to the academic world, but has proven to be a powerful analytical tool and established itself as a guiding idea within society at large, it comes as no surprise that network thinking has found resonance within companies (Swedberg 2005: 247). Uzzi, for instance, describes how firms distinguish their market interactions between market or arm’s-length relationships on the one hand and special or close relationships on the other hand (1996: 677). Apparently the network approach has performative effects.

The richness of the studies should not obscure the theoretical limitations of the network paradigm. General network theory as outlined, for instance, by Burt (1982) or Granovetter (1973, 1985) is not only weak if it comes to general societal structures, but also suffers from overloading the network term. By emphasizing the absolute necessity of networks it becomes virtually impossible to distinguish networks from other possible social forms, such as organisations, interactions or markets (cf. Bommes & Tacke 2012: 179).

In the light of these limitations the merits of White’s work on markets shine even brighter. Being the first to recognise the significance of observations for the structuring of markets (1981, 2002; for further elaborations on markets and second-order observation see also Esposito 2013; Stark 2013), White clearly exceeds the usual framework of network analysis and compensates for many of its weaknesses. Focusing on producer markets and guided by the basic intuition that firms are confronted with Knightian uncertainty, White argues that markets are structured by mutual observations within cliques of producers. Producers are ranked on the market in relation
to each other, with the relative quality of the products being the central parameter that is used to determine the ranking (Knorr Cetina 2004: 138-139). The resulting ranking by quality is not, however, affected directly by the producers themselves, but is designated by the observations made on the other side of the market, i.e. by the buyers. Under these conditions, individual producers (or firms) try to find access to a perceived niche of other producers and then to distinguish themselves from their fellow firms and their products within that niche (White 1981). In a case study, Zuckermann (1999) proved that if firms do not manage to engage in isomorphism so as to gain membership in a certain niche they face penalties by the audience. Eventually, the market is formed by an arrangement of niches, each characterised by the quality of the goods offered therein (White & Godart 2007: 205). Thereby, firms apparently both enact and condition their environments and are themselves conditioned by these environments, i.e. by customers, security analysts, reviewers etc. Whatever the relationships between firms themselves and their environments may look like, it is evident that a market does not only consist of exchange relationships but that actual and assumed observations are crucial for modern markets to come into being.

Third dimension: Institutions or the invisible market ‘behind the back’

Disclosing market structures by the means of network analyses compensates for some of the weaknesses of the interaction approach. However, even network analyses do not come to terms with the fact that the market is a social phenomenon which persists invisibly as a backdrop to the behaviour of individual actors – even if there is no current exchange. As a type of second variation of the embeddedness argument, Bourdieu (2005a), Fligstein (1996, 2001) and others have pointed to the embeddedness of the market within what they call institutions. In doing so, they try to expose the fact that markets operate against a background of presuppositions, to which agents refer implicitly when they participate in markets.

In order to comprehend the phenomenon of the market, Fligstein (2001) has developed a theory of social institutions that subtly differs from the conceptualisation of institutions within economics. He emphasises that the market presupposes a great variety of formal and informal institutions. For example, constant negotiations about access to certain goods take place against a background of property rights. Governance structures refer to the general rules “that define relations of competition, cooperation, and market-specific definitions of how firms should be organized. [...] Rules of exchange define who can transact with whom and the conditions under which transactions are carried out” (Fligstein 1996: 658). In addition, stable environments from the perspective of the participants are provided by conceptions of control, i.e. the participants’ cognitive understanding of how a market works (Fligstein 1996: 658). The very title of Fligstein’s book, “Markets as Politics”, combined with his expounded view that the formation of markets is part of state building, makes clear that the formation of market institutions and the market itself are strongly related to power. In many respects, Fligstein’s approach is consistent with Bourdieu’s, according to which the market is the “totality of relations of exchange between competing agents” (Bourdieu 2005a: 81). State regulation does not mandate specific economic behaviour, but provides the framework within which the participants in the market can interpret specific contexts and act. The participants’ interpretations and actions are thus guided
by this framework and as a result, the seemingly silent and invisible market processes become embodied. The concrete social relations, shared knowledge and cognitive understanding of participants in the market thereby become apparent and their importance becomes evident. These structures need not be updated permanently in the form of explicit affirmation or repeated interaction between different actors: they persist unseen or maintain a latent presence behind the observable actions of the participants. As a result, references to, or possible opportunities for, economic advancement are the unspoken background context of market communications: participants implicitly know the conditions based on which they can become involved in economic communications and what the consequences would be; even if they refrain from becoming involved at a given time or deliberately avoid such communication in certain areas.

Whereas the interaction claim is extremely close to individual market participants, the institutional approach could hardly be farther away. This provokes the question of which institutional norms and rules individual actors need to know in order to participate in markets and how they become acquainted with them. There is a theoretical gap between the allegedly demanding market preconditions on the one hand, and the facility of joining the market on the other hand. Furthermore, the distinctions between individuals, institutions and the nation-state are problematic in that the market is presented as a very compact institution which is shaped almost exclusively by powerful political and economic forces. Little is said, however, about the unit act of this institution, what makes it difficult to dissect and analyse it. Moreover, the dominance of political and economic factors that shape the market leaves little space to account for other factors which might influence market evolution. At this point, the current technological development has to be mentioned. Simply put, by emphasizing the importance of institutions, i.e. by implicitly accentuating one aspect to reduce complexity, other aspects of the complex and multifaceted market structure tend to be neglected.

Fourth dimension: Performing markets

A fourth dimension conforms with the above-mentioned approaches by challenging the taken-for-grantedness of given market structures on which the neoclassical market model is based. It goes beyond the two previously introduced dimensions by asking how individual actors are brought into the market and how institutions are established within it. Thereby, particular emphasis is put on the implementation of policy advice in market affairs as an important objective for economics (Diaz-Bone 2007: 257) and on the concept of performativity. The relevant research originated in sociology of science and is now carried out under labels such as ‘Social Studies of Marketization’ (Çaliskan & Callon 2009, 2010) or ‘Social Studies of Finance’ (Kalthoff 2009: 266). With regard to markets, actor-network theory has gained some importance. This theoretical line of inquiry understands and examines the social in general as “a trail of associations between heterogeneous elements” (Latour 2005: 5), and seeks to do this without drawing any “distinctions between society and nature, human and non-human entities, meaningful characters and things” (Kneer 2008: 302). Its close liaison to holistic perspectives and its repeated use of a radical political terminology (Kneer 2008: 263) enable both the theory and its adopters to argue stiff and critically against markets.
The sociology of associations is accompanied by what is known as the ‘performativity argument’. Taking their cue from a highly selective reading of the philosophers J. L. Austin and J. Searle, proponents of this argument hold that language does not represent, but rather yields or performs reality, i.e. brings it into existence (for variations on this position, see Krämer 2001). This argument assumes a central and dominant role within marketisation studies. These start with the assumption that, in general, human beings do not naturally have the ability to calculate and to perform economic activities, but that nevertheless, the homo economicus may be observed empirically in markets and elsewhere. Against this background, Callon investigates how such behaviour arises, and he concludes that concrete markets (‘the marketplace’) are brought into being in a performative way by abstract market models (as parts of ‘economics’) and other devices (Callon 1998a: 1). The latter, which are named calculative or market devices, can be accounting techniques, market models, basic pricing information in the supermarket or the like. They create and shape actors into ‘calculative agencies’ by equipping them with the appropriate tools (Callon 1998a: 26). In establishing these tools, Callon holds, economics not only observes and describes markets, but shapes and formats them and brings forth new ones (1998a: 2). Markets are socio-technical agencements, formed as a result of heterogeneous networking processes between rules and conventions, technical facilities, texts and discourses, technical and scientific knowledge, and people (Çaliskan & Callon 2010: 3).

Both the importance of associations and the performative power of economics and related disciplines to shape the world according to their models have been illustrated in various studies (Garcia 1986; also Muniesa et al. 2007). It has been demonstrated how (allegedly rational) structures of expectation and communicative connections emerge, change and then disappear, all under the influence of economics and experts, or economists “in the wild” (e.g. Callon et al. 2002: 196), i.e. people who have a background in academic economics and work for management consultancy firms or global organisations, such as the International Monetary Fund, etc. (see especially Beunza & Stark 2004; MacKenzie & Millo 2003).

In light of these studies, there can be no doubt that, in a way, theoretical economic models shape practical activities within the economy (see already Luhmann 1988: 81; also Plumpe 2011: 14-26). The performativity argument begins to lose its persuasiveness, however, if stronger claims are made for it (Callon 1998b; Mitchell 2005); for example, if economic models are no longer seen as one among many factors that contribute to the formation of an economic habitus (Diaz-Bone 2007: 257-258; on the economic habitus, cf. Bourdieu 2005b: 209-215), but are perceived as the one and only factor which dictates the formation and operation of markets entirely.

The fact that this argument concerning the influence of economics on markets can be so easily radicalised even though its core notion is actually fairly reasonable, is a consequence of some general architectonic weaknesses of actor-network theory (cf. e.g. Elam 1999; Mirowski & Nik-Khah 2007; Kneer 2008). It is in particular its failure or reluctance to disclose what mechanisms lead to the adoption of economic models in practice that has a strong negative effect. The theory does not state whether power, domination, discipline (Weber 1978: 53) or other evolutionary mechanisms, such as coincidence, deviance, opposition and/or innovation, can explain the alleged implementation of economic models. In line with dominant normative premises and the critical mood within this field of inquiry, this opens up the possibility of opting for a rather naive and elsewhere already discredited notion of power; a notion that seems...
Each of the dimensions that have been outlined above addresses relevant aspects of the market. None of them, however, succeeds in linking these various aspects in a comprehensive framework that could account for modern markets and their complexity and dynamics. Against this background, the current conceptualisations of the market are unsatisfying, no matter how helpful the claims might be for certain disciplines, perspectives or empirical research (for support for this conclusion, see also Swedberg 2005: 233).

Unreflected uncertainty: Market definitions and their ‘blind spot’

A notable exception comes from Aspers (2011). Partly similar to our approach, he reflects on the sociological literature of markets, attempts to relate various analytical perspectives and seeks to come to terms with the plurality and diversity of empirical market phenomena. This warrants a detailed investigation into his suggestion.

To start with, Aspers is explicit about the market, which he considers as “a social structure for the exchange of rights in which offers are evaluated and priced, and compete with one another, which is a shorthand for the fact that actors – individuals and firms – compete with one another via offers” (2011: 4). Exchange on markets is not equivalent with trade, since all exchange in markets is trade, as Aspers rightly argues, but not all trade takes place in markets. This important distinction is rooted in the number of both direct and, even more important, indirect participants in an actual exchange. We can only speak about a market if there are at least two participants.
on at least one of the two market sides, who compete against each other for the favour of actors from the other market side. The latter – a buyer or a seller – benefits as the tertius gaudens by deriving advantages from that competition (Aspers 2011: 7-8). A similar thought can already be found in Weber’s reflection on the market. As “the archetype of all rational social action”, the market exists “wherever there is competition, even if only unilateral, for opportunities of exchange among a plurality of potential parties” (1978: 635). Its “most distinctive feature” is “dickering” (teilschen), which makes up the core of group formation (Vergemeinschaftung) on the market, since the “completed barter constitutes a consociation only with the immediate partner. The preparatory dickering, however, is always a social action (Gemeinschaftshandeln) insofar as the potential partners are guided in their offers by the potential action of an indeterminately large group of real or imaginary competitors rather than by their own actions alone. The more this is true, the more does the market constitute social action” (Weber 1978: 635-636).

For the market to come into being, Aspers (2011: 9-10, 92-100) identifies three prerequisites to overcome uncertainty: [3] There must be clarity about the question of what is traded in the market; about the rules which determine legitimate behaviour and actions in the market; and about the mode of value assignment to the offers traded in the market. In Aspers’ view the market that evolves once these conditions are met is always and obligatory an ordered market: “When the elements described are present, and the prerequisites are met, we have an ordered market. It is only when there is order that we can talk of a market” (2011: 9).

Apart from these basic statements and drawing on his own work on fashion markets (2010, 2009) and other sociological market accounts (mainly Podolny 1994; Podolny 1993; Podolny & Hsu 2003; also Garcia 1986) Aspers suggests a two-dimensional typology of markets. With regard to the social structure of the market, the first dimension distinguishes between fixed-role and switched-role markets (are the market actors’ identities tied to one market side or may they change between them?) (2011: 82-86). The second dimension differentiates between standard and status markets: Standard markets are characterized by more or less objective standards through which offers are valued and can be compared, whereas order in status markets rests on the status-ranked identities assigned to the market actors (2011: 88-92). The market type (e.g. stock exchange, bazaar, consumer markets, wholesale market) influences how the above-described preconditions are met, i.e. how uncertainty is overcome.

By seriously attempting to capture the theoretical core of the market and by drawing attention to some relevant distinctions, Aspers succeeds in improving our understanding of modern markets. Notwithstanding these merits there are shortcomings. Comparable with authors like Beckert, Podolny, White and also Weber, Aspers conceptualizes the market as a response to uncertainty and complexity. This is not entirely new. Weber already recognized that individual purchase or sale decisions are related to “the potential actions of an indeterminately large group of real or imaginary competitors” (1978: 363). At the same time, however, these authors – whether on purpose or not – refrain from further scrutinizing the uncertainty and complexity. They simply take them for granted and thus miss the chance to develop a comprehensive framework for modern markets. There are, however, good reasons to assume that it is not a particular form of order alone that brings the market into being. Instead, as we will argue below, it is a particular form of disorder that proves constitutive for modern markets to emerge and to unfold their immense complexity and dynamics. To capture

[3] In a similar vein, Beckert (2009) describes three coordination problems which have to be solved by market actors in order to reduce, but not to eliminate, uncertainty: The value problem, the problem of competition, and the cooperation problem.
the particular form of disorder or uncertainty is therefore indispensable in order to comprehensively account for the market.

Against this backdrop, we suggest to conceive markets as the tension between a particular form of order and a particular form of disorder with the latter providing the foundation for the former (for a comparable perspective on markets in general see Baecker 2006: 85ff; on global markets see Bühler & Werron 2014). Thus it is of utmost importance to understand the particular conditions and the specific form of uncertainty and complexity on markets. In the words of Heinz von Foerster, the market is a particular form of “order from noise”, i.e. a self-organizing structure “that eats energy and order from its [noisy or messy, the authors] environment” (von Foerster 2003 [1960]: 125). So what is ‘eaten’ by the market, and who or what introduces the ‘dish’? Who or what is responsible for modern markets’ immense complexity and dynamics?

In order to specify the relation between order and noise, we will proceed in four steps. Firstly, we locate the market exclusively in the economy. Secondly, we outline a cybernetic theory of observation that, thirdly, lays ground for understanding competition on markets as well as, fourthly and finally, for the meaning of prices. Some of the concepts will be taken from sociological systems theory in the tradition of Niklas Luhmann without sticking slavishly to the theory at large. The reasons for this source of inspiration are twofold. First, systems theory has transformed the classic sociological question of how social order is possible into the more general problem of how complexity arises and might be dealt with. Second, by integrating George Spencer Brown’s theory of form and Heinz von Foerster’s contributions to a theory of observation, systems theory seems compatible with the key aspects of the market we have discussed so far.

The market as an internal structure of the economic system

To start with, it seems useful to remember that the market is an essential feature of the economy or, more precisely, that the economy and the market are co-evolving within modern society at large. The economy, in turn, may be depicted as the communication of scarcity within society: It deals with the problem of scarce resources, and its self-declared and widely but not unanimously accepted purpose and function is the stable provision of desired goods in the future on the basis of the present distribution (Luhmann 1988: 64). Scarcity is communicated if reciprocity and calculation is implicit within the communication, i.e. if a donation is linked in calculative terms with the expectation of a donation in return. If such a calculation does not occur (and this is the boundary of economic communication), abundance rather than scarcity is communicated. A borderline case is the gift, where reciprocity is usually pending (Baecker 2006: 65). However, scarcity needs reference points that trigger its communication (Baecker 2006: 52). A first reference point is provided by property and the distribution of use rights within society: given that one is the owner of a piece of property and all others are not, the desire to own the rights to this piece of property may trigger communication (cf. Polanyi 2001 [1944]). However, the communication of scarcity in the medium of property rights is cumbersome. Thus, the coding of scarcity is doubled by the medium of money. Money is the second and much more useful
point of reference for economic communication. The possibility of payments and the open usage of money render property liquid and almost universally transformable (cf. Deutschmann 2003; Baecker 2006: 48-55; Esposito 2008: 126). Eventually and in line with Weber’s definition, economic action is the “peaceful exercise of an actor’s control over resources” (1978: 63).

The coding of scarcity through the medium of money facilitates the communication of scarcity, but so far nothing has been said about the structures in which the communication of scarcity occurs. There are a number of classifications of structures by or within which scarcity is communicated (see for example Polanyi 1957: 250). In fine, the classifications can be reduced to two distinct forms of coordination: tightly coupled decision communication within hierarchies, for example, within organisations or political communities (the loci classici for this are Coase 1937; and Williamson 1967), and loosely coupled price communication on markets (Baecker 2006: 124).

At this point, two things can be asserted. Firstly, markets provide a structure which allows market participants (basically households and companies) to change property rights (property rights against property rights or against money and also money against money on credit markets). Secondly, markets do not consist of transactions alone (or communications of exchange (Tauschkommunikation)), since this would disregard the mutual and interwoven observations of the actual and potential exchange of property rights and payments on markets. These observations within the context of one’s own possibilities for payment precede the eventual exchange of property rights. So the market entails both communication of exchange and observations of the others and their management of scarcity. It is the latter which is the important clue in order to reconstruct market-specific uncertainty.

A recursive set of mutual observations

The emphasis on observations is not an exclusive implication of a systems-theoretical approach to markets. As mentioned above, it was Harrison White (1981, 2002) who first stressed the significance of observations for the structuring of a market. In his view, a (producer) market is an arrangement of niches, each characterised by the quality of the goods offered therein (White & Godart 2007: 205). It should be noted that the producers can only observe their own side of the market, i.e. volumes of goods sold and payments received, and perceive both buyers and their valuations as an aggregate that shows little reaction (White 1981: 520-521; White & Godart 2007: 201): “Markets are tangible cliques of producers observing each other. Pressure from the buyer side creates a mirror in which producers see themselves, not consumers” (White 1981: 543-544). Equivalent to the claim that mutual observations of the producers are decisive for the emergence and formation of a market, White considers observations by buyers as equally relevant for the structuring of a certain (producer) market: cliques of producers, whose members observe each other mutually, are formed on the basis of the observations of the buyers, who observe and evaluate certain products as comparable. Hence, the producers in a clique are regarded as comparable with regard to their properties or characteristics: a market can only be constructed by a set of producers who are arrayed compatibly according to the qualities that consumers perceive them to possess (White 1981: 519).
With regard to the interest of this article, White’s reflections on the market form indeed a crucial part of our argumentation, but may be supplemented in two respects: First, drawing on Spencer-Brown (1972) and von Foerster (2003), we may further concretise the concept of observation. Following Spencer-Brown’s theory of form (1972), an observation designates a selective operation which is composed of the two elements distinction and indication. Something is called to attention (and brought into being) within the intertwining of a distinction (Luhmann 1995 [1984]: 439-440). Given that no observation can denominate its own distinction, every observation has a blind spot. It is only by second-order observing, i.e. by observing the initial first-order observations with regard to the distinctions they are using, that the unspoken distinctions of the first observations can be revealed. Thus, second-order observation is about asking which distinctions are applied by other observers and which distinctions guide their observations. Almost coincidentally, the idea of stable objects is abandoned in favour of the view that seemingly stable objects emerge only operatively within distinctions that are being repeatedly used and reused (Luhmann 1993: 768), i.e. the world as we know it emerges out of recursively related observations (cf. von Foerster 2003).

If we apply this finding to the market, we become aware that by trying to reduce complexity any observation is actually increasing it. A first observation is mono-contextural: With the decision to sell a product at a certain price, for instance, the seller draws a distinction (to sell/not to sell), marks its inner state (to sell at this price), but leaves the outer state unmarked. Whether the seller would also sell at a different price is unanswerable with the observation at hand. A similar scenario can be run through for a negative sales decision as well as for the other market side. What is striking is that the mono-contextural first-order observation might reduce complexity for the respective observer but almost automatically increases the overall complexity: Other market participants might start to wonder whether higher or lower prices are also feasible, whether the buyer has decided to buy due to quality aspects or because of the price, or whether the buyer primarily expects gains in distinction etc. These second-order observations revolve around the blind spot of the first-order observation and have to acknowledge that prices alone will not tell very much. Eventually, second-order observations will lead to a disproportionate increase in overall complexity. Suddenly a poly-contextural world arises with many different distinctions, i.e. interpretations of an initial observation, and each of them might trigger even more observations. It all ends in a complex situation, i.e. “because of immanent constraints in the elements’ connective capacity, it is no longer possible at any moment to connect every element with every other element” (Luhmann 1995 [1984]: 24; for second-order observations on markets see also Baecker 2006: 86-87).

As a second addition to White’s work on markets, we would like to draw analytical attention to the demand side and the observations of buyers, which White, who focuses on producers, only mentions in passing. In this respect, a rarely cited article from Kasuga (1987) is instructive. It offers some answers how markets deal with the just demonstrated increase of complexity. Kasuga spells out how consumers are observing the variety of offers in terms of price and quality and how these observations prove crucial for the overall market structure. If a large variety of one type of product (e.g. shoes) is observed, so that many different prices and qualities can be compared, a broad market emerges. If in contrast, consumers observe a limited variety (with a single product being the extreme case), the market will be perceived as narrow. In both cases, the individual observers view the same market differently. Whether the variety on a market is perceived as broad or narrow depends on a number of variab-
les, which all largely defy control by producers. Relevant factors are the availability of observation tools (for example, the Internet), the (previous) knowledge of the buyers, the type of product and the like.

Kasuga’s characterisation of consumers’ observation implies that buyers, whether wholesalers, retailers or consumers, are at least partly able to observe the respective other side of the market. Products, and hence also producers, become distinctive by their observed characteristics. Additionally, the observation of their own side of the market is essential for buyers as well: individuals do not know what they want if they do not see what others want. This process, usually labelled as imitation, has been elaborated by René Girard in the concept of mimesis (1978). On the one hand, the term mimesis is used, because it highlights the unconscious aspect of imitative behaviour. On the other hand, Girard conceptualises mimesis as the moments of acquisition and appropriation. Thereby, it becomes clear that mimetic processes do not only reduce complexity and grant stability, but are, at the same time, a source of change and conflict: other people (as buyers) are both role models and rivals. Thus, current patterns of consumption are by no means determined solely by biological constants (in the form of given and unchangeable basic needs); they are shaped in social contexts. As a consequence, the observation of the other side of the market opens up a range of possibilities. Consumers then evaluate these possibilities and make their decisions while observing other consumers as references for the characteristics of the products that are on offer. Thus, actual needs are shaped by members of the demand side (buyers) observing both each other, and the members of the supply side. We now see that the aforementioned metaphor of the mirror holds for both the supply and the demand side: both suppliers and buyers focus primarily on themselves and present clear offers or demands to other suppliers and buyers. These offers and demands are based on a well-defined difference, which allows and invites comparison with other suppliers and buyers (Baecker 1987: 536).

We now return to the essential function of buyers’ observation for the development of the market. If we sketch out the implications of this view, a network of recursively referring observations becomes apparent. On the producers’ – or more generally on the sellers’ – side, mutual observations within a clique of firms span the market. The clique itself is a result of the observation of products and their characteristics by the buyers. Products and producers – or sellers – who are perceived to be comparable by the other side of the market become members of the clique, while the rest is cut out. Observations by buyers mark the frame of reference for producers within which they have to observe other producers as serious competitors (if they want to establish themselves as a viable force in the market). Once producers have achieved comparability in the eyes of the buyers, and hence become members of a certain clique, they have to strive, in a sort of counter-movement, to develop differentiated products that will enable them to escape from their clique (White & Godart 2007: 205).
Competition as an indirect struggle and the inescapable audience

The general modes of observation described above are necessary for the rise of markets. But they are not sufficient to characterise the specific complexity of modern markets: Firstly, it can be objected that mutual observations and mimesis exist in many other social contexts as well. Thus for a comprehensive understanding of the market, we still have to ask what forms of mutual observation occur on the two sides of the market. Secondly, the particular forms of observation must become effective in actual communications so that we may speak of a market. We will deal with these two aspects in this and the following subsection.

As for the first objection, the analytical specification of the concrete forms of mutual observation on both sides of the market rests upon a communication-based operative understanding of competition. Following Simmel, the standard characterisation of competition as competition for something may be transferred to a social context (Simmel 1908: 213; see also Werron 2010: 305-307): neither does competition necessarily involve communication between the competitors, nor does it require the conscious attempt to outdo each other. More generally, and in contrast to the definition of conflict as a direct form of struggle, competition can be defined as an indirect struggle for the scarce favour of a third party. Werron (2010: 309) suggested to replace the notion of a third party by that of an audience as a “projection of public communication processes”. It proves co-constitutive for competition, as it is perceived by competitors as a generalised third entity that cannot be segmented. Whereas conflicts arise and multiply through a chain of directly interrelated contradictions between antagonists (Werron 2010: 304-305), competition (as an indirect form of struggle) usually takes place without interactions and thus saves time and effort (Simmel 1908: 213; Luhmann 1988: 102-103).

Applying this concept of competition to the market, two implications are obvious: First, competition takes place on both market sides, albeit in various forms. The fact that sellers compete with each other for opportunities to sell their products at a certain price is easily ascertained. And this holds true, as we can plausibly assume, for different market types (such as standard or status markets or fixed-role and switch-role markets). As soon as one acts as a seller on a market, and be it only for a single transaction, one is confronted with this basic condition. The relations on the buyers’ side, however, are more diverse. Three general constellations can be discerned. First, there are large areas in which buyers do not compete at all. This holds true, among others, for consumers purchasing everyday products in the supermarket, which are, at least in most “western” societies, not particularly scarce. Second, in certain contexts buyers compete – similar to sellers – with each other for advantageous access and (scarce) purchase opportunities, i.e. for the favour of the supply side. This form of buyer competition occurs, for instance, on markets where buyers are acting as intermediaries, on financial markets or on auctions. And third, there are market contexts in which buyers compete for social distinction (see also Baecker 2006: 97-98), albeit they do so not for the favour of the other market side, but for the favour of a public to which they attribute individual relevance. The reason for the multi-faceted relations among buyers in contrast to the dominance of a single competitive relationship among sellers derives from the different expectations linked to market transactions: While sellers are primarily seeking to (re)establish their solvency, buyers are aiming
at different goals. In other words, the self-referentiality of the economic system is expressed on the supply side, whereas the demand side potentially represents both self-reference and other-reference of the economic system.

A second implication of the social conceptualisation of competition is worth mentioning with regard to market uncertainty. Understanding competition as an indirect struggle for the scarce favour of a third party (Simmel 1908: 213) or, following Werron (2010: 309), of an audience as a „projection of public communication processes” allows for a minimal readjustment and decisive sharpening of our argument. White’s metaphor of the mirror can be replaced by that of a projection screen: the audience is a projection of the relevant side of the market. It is inescapable and inherently unknown to those who are imagining it and even though it is not directly accessible it is real. To put it in von Foerster’s terminology, the projection of an audience is a particular form of noise on which market order is nourishing. The indirect nature of competition explains the strong and uncontrollable internal dynamics and pace of modern markets. No physical interactions are needed. Furthermore, conceptualising the audience as a projection comprises the idea that the audience is a specific form of expectations of expectations. As such, the audience is both unknown and inescapable to those who are imagining it. It is unknown due to the lack of identifiable entry barriers or visible borders, which makes it impossible to figure out who belongs to the audience and who does not – and that means: who is observing (with which assumptions) and who is not. Thereby, this indecipherable audience is inescapable: Market participants are literally thrown back on this particular kind of projection as their main basis of decision-making, since participating in any market communication inevitably requires coping with it, i.e. to act in front of it and to react to it.

Prices as a vanishing and focal point of market observation

As indicated above, a particular form of observation alone is hardly sufficient for bringing the market into being. So how does competition, i.e. the multiple and simultaneous processes of recursively interrelated observations that are directed towards the projection of an audience, become effective in communication? The answer to this question finally brings us back to market prices, since they are the form through which the above-described observations imprint on actual communication.

Prices regulate not only those payments that are made, but also those that are not (Luhmann 1988: 19). Payments, observable in the form of prices, as the operative basis and specific elementary communicative event of the economy involve a loss of information and yet provide information in a highly condensed manner. The loss of information stems from the detachment of the price from the linkages of the good or service it designates. The price itself does not tell the story of the production preconditions, of the environmental impact or of the individual wishes and needs of buyers and sellers. In turn, information is gained by prices because by looking at them, one can inform oneself about expected and realised payments and thus how other buyers and sellers observe the market (Luhmann 1988: 18). As an instrument of second-order observation, prices can be understood as both the vanishing and focal point of the observations on both sides of the market. Communications of exchange
and observations of one’s own market side become entwined within the price: sellers observe which products of varying quality may be sold for a certain price and buyers observe what is bought at a certain price and how it is used (Baecker 2006: 97). New technologies of data mining provide the chance for both sides to get more information about the other side: sellers attempt for example to spy on individual behaviour by using digital devices and try to enforce ‘tailor-made’ prices, i.e. prices which take into account the previous purchase behaviour of a given buyer; buyers on the other side use comparison sites to get more information.

We may conclude that prices reflect second-order observations: sellers observe the prices of other sellers and sales and infer from these prices what prices seem to be realisable, and buyers infer from realised prices what values other buyers attach to a good or service or with regard to comparison sites what prices other sellers offer. We may also say that prices are expectations of expectations in the sense of expectations of expected payments that may then be either fulfilled or not. Consequently, it becomes evident that there is no possibility of a product having an objective utility value that is reflected in its price (Baecker 2006: 93-94) and of there being a rational or an equilibrium price. Irrational (excessive or insufficient) expectations of expectations are difficult to distinguish from rational (fair) expectations of expectations: “Thus, money is involved in the general development which in every domain of life and in every sense strives to dissolve substance into free-floating processes” (Simmel 2004: 167). Even though attempts have been made with more or less complex models or with the help of other instruments of observation and calculation that aim to reduce uncertainties and render contingencies calculable, this free-floating character of money or prices cannot be eliminated.
CONCLUSION

Most sociological accounts of markets underline the aspect of order, while either completely neglecting uncertainty or simply taking it for granted. Such accounts are, as we argued, not totally wrong but insufficient, since they miss a crucial aspect of actual market phenomena. Indeed, it is a particular form of uncertainty that does not only prove constitutive for the market as a distinctive social structure, but that also causes the immense complexity and pace of modern markets.

Against this backdrop, we suggested to conceptualise market uncertainty as a recursive set of mutual observations in the form of competition on both market sides. They result in the projection of an audience, which is both inescapable and indecipherable to those imagining it. And the observations become effective through the formation of prices and sales and purchase decisions – themselves being observations. Having said this, the market, which is exclusively located in the economy, can be conceived of as the tension between this particular form of uncertainty – or noise – and a particular form of order (as described in detail by Aspers, Beckert, Podolny, White and others), with the former providing the foundation for the latter. Due to the different positions and projections of competitors, the market is perceived differently by each participant and is yet, objectively, the same for all (see also Luhmann 1988: 94; and Baecker 2006: 95-107). This interrelationship of communications of exchange, observation of competitors and prices might be compared with the trinity of the chicken, the egg, and the rooster (for the metaphor see von Foerster 2003: 284): neither is it possible to say what was first, nor can one close this circular argument by pointing at what was last. The market is a social phenomenon, which emerges out of recursively generated elements which are nothing without their counterparts – all three are needed in order to have all of them.

What are the benefits of such a comprehensive understanding of the market? To conclude our argumentation, we will emphasise three kinds of specifications, which follow from the ‘uncertainty approach’ suggested here. They are related to the logic of functional differentiation, to the internal structures of the economy, and to the integrative capacity with regard to the existing approaches of market research.

Firstly and relating to the logic of functional differentiation, considering both order and noise equally allows us to separate the market from other forms of cooperation, competition and practices of valuation occurring in other function systems of modern society. Because even though comparisons between different forms of cooperation and valuation across the realms of arts, the market and professions might show similarities at the first glance (e.g. Podolny & Hsu 2003), a closer look will reveal that they are dealing with completely different forms of uncertainty and noise.

Secondly and with respect to the logic of the economy and different modes of communication of exchange, the suggested approach helps to analytically demarcate the market against other forms of exchange communication. This is most evident when it comes to prices: The market comes into being as soon as both competition and sales or purchase decisions crystallize in prices. Not every price, however, can be taken as
evidence for economic competition and communication: In contexts of strong political regulation of the economy, where prices still exist, power instead of scarcity is communicated (for the extreme case of political price-making in the Socialist planned economy see Bornstein 1962; Kornai 1992). Also the difference between market and trade, which was touched by Weber (1978: 635-636) and later picked up, among others, by Aspers (2011: 7f), can now be readjusted and specified: Trade and market, as it follows from our argumentation, are divergent forms of communication of exchange, which differ by the presence and relevance of the projection of an audience. Thus the statement that “exchange in markets is trade, but not all trade takes place in markets” (Aspers 2011: 7) may be refined. For markets, noise, generated by mutual observations and the projection of an inescapable and indecipherable public, is a decisive factor. On the contrary, trade does not know such a projection and subsequently no noise, and therefore takes place out of the market but still within the economy. Admittedly, this analytical specification makes things empirically tricky, since it confronts empirical market analyses with the challenge to carefully trace the observations and projections of an audience that underlie certain prices and buyer-seller-constellations — or briefly: to provide evidence of noise. But even if the tipping point between market and trade may be hard to identify, our approach suggests an instructive shift in perspective, namely to observe empirical phenomena of economic exchange with a particular focus on the dynamics of uncertainty or noise and the respective order. Thus our approach does not negate the forms of market order identified by authors like Aspers, Beckert, Podolny or White, but it unmasks many of them as attempts to reduce uncertainty and to switch off the market-constitutive tension between order and noise. Thus, instead of generating the market as such, they are seeking to transform market communication into trade.

Thirdly and finally, we want to stress the integrative capacity of our argument, i.e. its ability to integrate various aspects of a phenomenon into a general picture. In doing so, neither do we deny the importance of interactions, networks, institutions, or formal models and their performance for the functioning of markets, nor the benefits of the respective analytical perspectives. We do however refute the idea, that the market itself can be understood by analysing one of these processes in isolation and that it can be reduced to one of these. What happens in interactions, for example, is potentially, but not necessarily, relevant for societal structures and vice versa. By putting interactions in their place, it becomes apparent that important market processes take place silently and out of view of the market participants. Market participants observe others, imitate them and compete with them for the favour of a third party (see Espósito 2013; also Stark 2013). The rise of (digital) observational tools accelerates, amplifies and ultimately alters these observations. One might even say that the connected computer is being established as a new communicative agent. However, none of these changes affect the core of the market definition, but it is rather that their potentials for change can be derived from the market definition. A similar line of argumentation can be made with regard to institutions. Without doubt, markets as we know them would not function without institutions. Both formal and informal institutions reduce complexity and make certain potentialities likely or unlikely; but the inner core of the market cannot be explained based on the various relevant institutions alone.

The integrative capacity of our definition can finally be demonstrated with regard to the main argument of the performativity approach that abstract models decisively shape concrete markets. We would argue that economic theory itself has to be conceptualized as a particular form of observation. As such, it has to cope with
the paradox that any cognition is based on a relation of cognition and volition, or of self- and external-reference (see for example Günther 1979): Cognition seeks to refer to something external, but has to use a distinction which inevitably refers to an observer and his volition. To ensure the validity and connectivity of its observations, i.e. of economic models, economic theory tries to exclude itself from these models and to conceal its status as an observer who suggests A and not B – otherwise economic theory would run the risk of circularity and complexity overload (Esposito 2013: 108). However, if we conceptualise economic theory as an observer, thus taking into account that economic theory “is itself part of the object it analyses” (Esposito 2013: 113), it appears on the market as one observer among others. Economic theory might be equipped with scientific authority, but just like other observers, it works with expectations and expectations of expectations in order to cope with uncertainty and to reduce complexity. In this context, the exceptional position of economic theory does not result from hegemonic power, but rather from the fact that it acts as an important point of reference within the network of mutual observations and expectations: “If observers follow a theory, then one can know what they observe and how. One can observe their observation and behave accordingly” (Esposito 2013: 116). It is this role of economic theory that may be called performative. As such it is one mode to deal with complexity. The complex market is another mode.
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